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1. Depiction Reports (DRs)

DRs: Reports (e.g. (1)) whose complements describe
the content of pictures or mental images

(1) Uli is painting (/ imagining) [DPa unicorn]
≡ Uli is pictorially representing a unicorn

The challenge: No existing semantics captures all
of the following phenomena of DRs:

2. Phenomenon (i): missing readings

DRs with a strong quantificational object DP lack a
non-specific (de dicto-) reading: (Zimmermann 1993)

(2) Ella is painting [DPevery emu]

a. specific: !For each particular emu in a given
domain, Ella is painting it

b. non-specific: %Ella is painting all emus

Phenomenon (ii): non-inferences

Pairs of DRs with a non-specific object block inferen-
ces to a common objective: (Zimmermann 2006)

(3) a. Uli is imagining [DPsome-thing], viz. a unicorn
(⇒ There is some (non-spec.) thing that Uli imagines)

b. Ede is imagining [DPsome-thing], viz. a griffin

6⇒6⇒6⇒ c. There is [DPsome (non-specific) thing] that Uli
and Ede are both imagining

Phenomenon (iii): DP/CP interaction

DRs license (some) CP complements and allow the co-
ordination of DPs with CPs in their complements:

(Liefke and Werning 2018)

(4) Uli imagines [CPthat Ede is petting a unicorn]

(5) Uli is imagining [[DPa unicorn] and
[CPthat Ede is petting it]]

3. Proposed Semantics

Idea: Interpret depiction complements as (propositionally
coded) situations that depend on the depiction event

Sentence semantics:

J(1)Ki = (∃e)[imaginei (e, uli, fe(λj∃x. unicornj (x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Uli’s imagined situation

)]
e : Uli’s imagining event

(coded as a set of qualitatively identical situations)

fe : 〈s, t〉 → 〈s, t〉 a choice function (parametrized by e)

≡ Uli is imagining a situation in which there is
a unicorn (cf. Kratzer 2002)

Compositional semantics:

Jimagine-DPKi

= λQλz(∃e)[imaginei(e, z, fe(λj.Qj(λkλy. Ek(y))))]
Presupposition: Q can be represented as an
existential quantifier (form: λjλP∃x.Bj(x)∧ Pj(x))

Jimagine-CP-FINKi = λpλz(∃e)[imaginei(e, z, p)]

N.B.: paint (unlike imagine) doesn’t accept finite complements
yReason: physical depiction cannot be maximally abstract

5. Propositionalism

In our semantics, the ‘objectual’ report (1) is equivalent to the
propositional report (10):

(10) Uli is imagining [CPthat there is a unicorn (in his imagined
situation), that . . ., and that . . . (in this situation)]

y !! DRs are NOT evidence against a propositionalist treatment
of ‘objectual’ attitude reports (contra Forbes 2006, Grzan-
kowski 2015, M. Montague 2007, and Zimmermann 2016)

4. Explaining non-inferences (ii)

The e-dependence of the depicted situation blocks un-
warranted inferences like (3). yReason: the situa-
tion-argument of imagine is not upward monotonic

(6) a. J(3a)Ki = (∃e) [imaginei(e, uli, fe(λj∃x.Ej(x)))]
⇒ (∃p)[(∃e)[imaginei(e, uli, p)]]

b. J(3b)Ki = (∃e′)[imaginei(e′, ede, fe′(λj∃y.Ej(y)))]

6⇒6⇒6⇒ c. (∃p)[(∃e)[imaginei(e, uli, p)]∧(∃e′)[imaginei(e′, ede, p)]]

Explaining missing readings (i)

The presupposition on paint excludes (2b) as a read-
ing of (2). (2a) is obtained by QR: (cf. Zi’mann 1993)

(7) J[every emu][λ1 [Ella is painting t1]]Ki

= . . .
(
λkλx1(∃e)[paintk(e, ella, fe(λj.(λlλP. Pl(x1))j . . .))]

)
≡ (∀x)[emui(x)→ (∃e)[painti(e, ella, fe(λj. Ej(x)))]]

Explaining DP/CP interaction (iii)

Our semantics interprets DP & CP complements in the
same type, 〈s, t〉. This enables an easy (= type-shift-
free) interpretation of (4) & (5), where T1 is a HO trace:

(8) JUli imagines [CPthat Ede is petting a unicorn]Ki

= (∃e)[imaginei(e, uli, λj∃x.unicornj(x) ∧ petj(ede, x))]

(9) JUli imag’s [[a unicorn][λ1 [T1 & that Ede pets T1]]]K
= (∃e)[imaginei(e, uli, fe(λj∃x.unicornj(x)∧ petj(ede, x)))]

In (9), JDP and CP-FINK = λpλQλjλP.Qj(P) ∧ pj
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